
 

ABSTRACT 

Racism in the Hands of an Angry God: How Image of God Can Activate or Resist 
Colorblind Racism Narrative Frames Regarding Police Treatment of African Americans 

Timothy A. Lauve-Moon, M.A. 

Mentor: Jerry Z. Park, Ph.D. 

Previous research suggests an angry God image is a narrative framework 

predicting punitive views regarding criminal justice. However, no research examines the 

correlation of God image to racial attitudes nor how God image is racialized. Using 

Bonilla-Silva’s (2017) colorblind racism framework, I perform logistic regression on a 

national survey to examine the correlation between an angry God image and beliefs that 

a) police treat Blacks and Whites equally (abstract liberalism) and b) police shoot Blacks 

more often because Blacks are more violent than Whites (cultural racism).  I also interact 

angry God image with both race and religious tradition to account for the complexity of 

religious effects.  Results suggest that the angry God narrative serves to activate the 

cultural racism frame for White people and adherents of historically White traditions, yet 

for Black persons and Black Protestants in particular, belief in an angry God serves as a 

form of resistance.  
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CHAPTER ONE 

Introduction 

With the advent of social media and camera phones, the general public is more 

aware than ever of instances of police shooting unarmed Black men.  Recent social 

movements, such as Black Lives Matter, have centered this conversation on the unequal 

distribution of state violence toward people of color.  Research such as Edwards et al. 

(2019) maintains that Black men are 2.5 times more likely to be killed by the police 

during their lifetime in comparison to White men, and Black women are 1.4 times more 

likely in comparison to White women.  A common academic explanation for this 

disparity is the role of implicit bias in policing (Senholzi et al. 2015; Cox et al. 2015; 

Payne 2001). While there is not consensus as to whether implicit bias is a direct cause of 

police brutality, recent research such as Nix et al. (2015) illustrates that unarmed Black 

men are significantly more likely to be shot and killed by police compared to unarmed 

White men, providing evidence that bias does still exist in use of police force.   

Within US public discourse, there is not collective agreement on how to interpret 

the implications of this increasingly visible violence.  Public opinion on police brutality 

against Black and Brown people remains racially divided.  In a recent poll, respondents 

were asked if the deaths of Black people during encounters with police in recent years are 

a) isolated incidents or b) signs of a broader problem.  Among White respondents, 54% 

believe that police brutality against Black people is a sign of a broader problem, yet 79% 

of Black respondents accept this frame for police brutality (Pew Research Center 2017).  

These group differences highlight that police violence is interpreted differently based on 
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social positions marked by race, yet the outcomes of these narrative frames are not 

neutral. The continuance of police violence and mass incarceration have racialized 

outcomes that oppress people of color and perpetuate White supremacy (Alexander 2012; 

Bonilla-Silva 2017).    

But what are the narratives that people construct or latch onto in understanding 

this social phenomena? While public opinion is helpful, a couple of anecdotal examples 

can provide greater insight into how those narratives differ.  Beginning in 2016, San 

Francisco 49er players Colin Kaepernick and Eric Reid began kneeling during the 

national anthem before each game to protest racism and police brutality in the United 

States.  During a recent acceptance speech for the Ambassador of Conscience Award 

from Amnesty International, Kaepernick said,  

Racialized oppression and dehumanization is woven into the very fabric of our 
nation…The effects of which can be seen in the lawful lynching of black and brown 
people by the police, and the mass incarceration of black and brown lives in the prison 
industrial complex…How can you stand for the national anthem of a nation that preaches 
and propagates, “freedom and justice for all,” that is so unjust to so many of the people 
living here (Gleeson 2018). 
 

In this statement, Kaepernick articulates a clear narrative framework to 

understand police treatment of African Americans.  For him, contemporary 

discrimination from law enforcement officers stems from a historical and systemic 

pattern of institutionally-supported discrimination against people of color.   

In stark contrast, evangelist and CEO of Samaritan’s Purse Franklin Graham 

posted the following on Facebook in 2015:  

Listen up-Blacks, Whites, Latinos, and everybody else. Most police shootings can 
be avoided. It comes down to respect for authority and obedience… The Bible says to 
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submit to your leaders and those in authority “because they keep watch over you as those 
who must give an account (Graham 2015).1 

 
In Graham’s estimation, incidences of police shootings of unarmed minorities are 

primarily about individuals respecting authority and following the rules.  He too 

articulates a clear narrative framework to understand police treatment of African 

Americans, and this narrative pushes the blame to individual actors for choosing simply 

not to obey authority.   

Kaepernick and Graham’s narrative frames are both addressing the question of the 

legitimacy of the state.  For Max Weber ( [1918] 2009), the state exists only to the extent 

that it can gain a monopoly on the legitimate use of violence.  Ultimately, at the center of 

this debate is whether or not the criminal justice system is fair for everyone.  Kaepernick 

is calling into question the state’s legitimacy due to its disproportionate violence against 

people of color, yet Graham is doubling down on the legitimacy of the state as an 

unquestioned authority. He suggests the issue is with people not taking individual 

responsibility to follow the rules.  Kaepernick and Graham are both Americans and 

proclaim that religion, particularly Christianity, is important to their identity.  On the 

surface, it would seem that this common religious identity would allow for a shared 

moral authority, and yet as a result of the historical ways race shapes religion and religion 

shapes race, Kaepernick, a Black Christian, and Graham, a White Christian, interpret the 

same information regarding police brutality in almost opposite ways.  

 
1 “Franklin Graham-Posts.” https://www.facebook.com/FranklinGraham/posts/883361438386705. 
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Are Kaepernick and Graham unique in their positions on the matter of perceived 

racial bias in law enforcement? Since both subscribe as Christians, why does their shared 

religious identity result in views that are at odds with one another? Do their religious and 

racial identities interact to affect their views on this issue?  This study will examine the 

moral narrative frames that individuals use to motivate and/or justify their understanding 

of police treatment of Black people in the United States.  I examine narratives inferred 

through the concept of image of God utilized as a measure of religious moral authority, 

and I illustrate how religious narratives serve as an interpretive framework for how one 

views police treatment of Black people. God-image affects one’s view of institutionalized 

moral actors and the legitimacy of those actions. Previous research finds that envisioning 

God as angry is associated with more punitive attitudes in criminal sentencing and 

justice.  But I find that individuals in Black Protestant denominations view God’s anger 

as more prophetic (I.e. institutions failure to mete justice equitably) whereas adherents of 

historically White traditions view God’s anger as more priestly (I.e. justifying the actions 

of criminal justice institutions and individual actors). Thus, an angry God image is 

racialized.  This is borne out in my analysis of public opinions regarding racial bias in 

law enforcement. My findings comport with previous angry God image research 

regarding punitive attitudes toward criminal justice, which I argue captures a colorblind 

dominant narrative primarily upheld by White people and historically White traditions.  

But my findings also introduce a countervailing theologically-informed narrative from 

the African American Christian tradition, which resists this dominant narrative.  In doing 

so, I build upon recent arguments endorsing a complex view of religious effects on social 
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attitudes and outcomes which should take into account non-religious social positions such 

as race.   
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CHAPTER TWO 
 

Literature Review and Hypotheses 
 
 

Image of God  
 

As Generalized Other 

In social science research, images of God have emerged as a powerful conceptual 

tool for understanding the moral worldview of individuals (Froese and Bader 2010; 

Greeley 1995).  Froese and Bader (2010) maintain that the idea of God is so common in 

the US context that a person’s image of God can be a helpful instrument in understanding 

how one views moral issues, and they note that God serves as the “voice in one’s head.” 

These internal conversations are akin to talking with George Herbert Mead’s ([1934] 

2009) “generalized other.” One understands herself through interaction with this 

generalized other, which represents the voice and attitudes of others within a given group. 

This reflexive process informs self-identity in relation to a given group and 

guides/controls a person’s behavior (Mead [1934] 2009).  For many, God serves as an 

ultimate generalized other that helps form the self and consequently guides an 

individual’s behavior.  Greeley envisions one’s image of God as the ultimate 

“metaphorical narrative” (1995:124).  From this perspective, what kind of God a person 

believes in provides great insight into the moral authority that will guide their 

understanding of the world as well as their behavior.  God image is a narrative window 

into how one frames, understands, and justifies individual and group morality, and 

ultimately, what moral authority looks like.    
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Criminal Justice 

Previous research establishes an angry God image as a predictor of more strict 

and conservative moral views regarding criminal justice.  In particular, empirical 

evidence finds that an increasingly angry view of God predicts more punitive attitudes 

toward criminal justice and sentencing generally, support for capital punishment, and 

maintaining a higher value for institutional implementation of these retributive measures. 

Applegate et al. (2000) shows that an increasingly punitive God image predicts punitive 

views generally, yet it is worth noting this study did not find a correlation between a 

punitive God view and views on capital punishment.  Nonetheless, later research finds 

evidence of a correlation between capital punishment and God image.  Unnever et al. 

(2006) and Unnever et al. (2010) discovers that individuals holding a more loving image 

of God are less likely to support the death penalty.  Inversely, Unnever and Cullen (2006) 

find that those with a harsher image of God are more likely to support the death penalty.  

Froese and Bader (2008) contend that an increasingly angry God image predicts support 

for capital punishment.  Bader et al. (2010) illustrates that angry God images predict 

harsh treatment for criminals, and angry views of God predict support for the death 

penalty.  Finally, Thomson and Froese (2017) provide evidence that an angry God view 

predicts support for a more retributive government. Therefore, those maintaining an 

angry God view are more likely to hold punitive attitudes on crime, support the harshest 

mechanism for perceived criminality in the death penalty, and support institutional 

authority as the legitimate, temporal arbiter of these forms of retributive justice.  In this 

narrative framework, God is angry with individuals who break the established laws of the 

state.  God stands as the ultimate moral authority, and in turn, the police stand as the 
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temporal, legitimate state authority to dole out justice via measures of retributive justice 

such as harsher punishments and even the death penalty. And just as the narrative of one's 

God image informs how institutions punish “justly,” so too would we expect that those 

same narratives affect perceptions of law enforcement.  An angry God specifically serves 

as a “generalized other” to motivate and/or justify narratives surrounding the punitive 

roles of the police and the criminal justice system toward those the state presumes 

criminality.  
 
 
Distrust of Outgroups and Value for Power 
 

Additionally, there is evidence that individuals holding an angry image of God are 

more likely to maintain a fear of the outgroup.  Mencken et al. (2009) show that 

individuals with an increasingly angry God image are less trusting of neighbors, co-

workers, and atheists.  Hinze et al. (2011) contends that levels of trust for outside groups, 

particularly Muslims, decreases as a view of an angry God increases.  In this narrative, 

those who view God as more angry are also more likely to be angry and judgmental of 

others.  Also, individuals with an angry image of God have been shown to have a higher 

value for power, conceptualized as a value for authority, social power, acquiring wealth, 

etc. (Johnson Okun and Cohen 2015).  In this narrative framework, those who view God 

as more authoritative are also more likely to value maintaining social and economic 

power. 

In sum, research shows an empirical correlation between individuals viewing God 

as angry and harsh views on criminal justice and support for the death penalty. In 

addition, an angry God image is correlated with fear and distrust of outsiders and a value 

for power.  I contend that previous research on angry God primarily represents a 
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dominant, or White Christian, narrative.  When these harsh views on criminal justice, 

distrust of the “other,” and value for power are considered together, they represent not 

only the views of someone with this type of angry God image but also the views of 

someone that benefits from the maintenance of White privilege. This theoretical claim 

makes sense methodologically as well.  In each of the aforementioned studies, the 

respondent base is termed as “nationally-representative,” but in the US context, White 

non-Hispanics take up the largest share of any national sample. This privileges ideologies 

and social patterns reflective of many if not most White Americans, including the effects 

of angry God image. Therefore, findings of angry God image that support mass 

incarceration or support for capital punishment (including police shootings) reflect the 

views of those who subscribe to an ideology endorsed by the majority in these survey 

studies: White non-Hispanic theists. Often suppressed or overlooked in these statistical 

analyses is the potential for alternative religious narratives using the same concepts such 

as image of God to play a different role in predicting attitudes on criminal justice and law 

enforcement. This occurs when we do not adequately account for the sources for 

alternative religious narratives.  While earlier research controls for race (often with 

dummy variables distinguishing between White and non-White), it has not taken into 

account how race may theoretically moderate the God image effect.   

In her work on feminist identity, Harnois (2005) notes that previous quantitative 

research in her subfield often treated race as a control variable without considering 

interactive effects, and thus results implicitly assumed that all the other independent 

variables in the model shaped White and Black women’s concept of feminism in a similar 

manner. Because White women were the majority of the sample, their views of feminism 
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emerged as the dominant story, yet based on both the racialized history of the feminist 

movement and the insights of multiracial feminist theory, Harnois (2005) hypothesized 

that utilizing interactions would uncover how White and Black women differ in their 

feminist identity.  Results confirmed that White and Black women’s self-identification 

and conceptualization of feminism differed based on the intersection of their gender and 

racial formation.  While Harnois’s work is in another subfield of sociology, a similar 

logic applies to the study of God image and racial identity.  Because of the historical 

racialization of society and religion, it makes sense that counternarratives might be 

uncovered through utilizing interaction terms of angry God image and racial identity.  

Although previous research was invaluable in uncovering these dominant narratives, it is 

crucial to place these dominant narratives in the context of current literature on racial 

identity to illustrate how they uphold White supremacy and explore how other racial 

groups may hold counternarratives surrounding an angry God. 

Racial Attitudes on Police Treatment of Black Persons 

In addition to considering alternative narratives of God image, also notably 

missing from previous studies on image of God is a focus on its connection to racial 

attitudes and racism. Given that image of God research relies on samples with a White 

racial majority, it stands to reason that our current understanding of the effects of image 

of God are a reflection of White theistic Americans. White people holding an image of an 

angry God would likely support the status quo as well as hold more punitive views on 

crime, even when those views have intended or unintended racialized outcomes. This is 

an underexamined dynamic that sociologist Eduardo Bonilla-Silva identifies as an 

example of colorblind racism.  
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Colorblind Racism Tenet: Abstract Liberalism  

While explicit racism still occurs, colorblind racism is one of the most common 

forms of racism in the United States today.  Rather than overt racist beliefs, colorblind 

racism functions on coded language and invisible processes that perpetuate social 

institutions developed to reproduce White supremacy. Although racial inequality 

quantifiably exists across most current institutions, Eduardo Bonilla-Silva contends that 

through the ideology of colorblind racism, “whites have developed powerful 

explanations-which have ultimately become justifications-for cotemporary racial 

inequality that exculpated them from responsibility for the status of people of color” 

(2017:2).  Ideologies are often constructed to protect those in power, and a dominant 

ideology provides a self-advantageous framework for interpreting the world (Bonilla-

Silva 2017; Lewis 2004).  Bonilla-Silva (2017) suggests that White people rationalize 

racial inequality through the four main processes that constitute colorblind racism: 

abstract liberalism, naturalization, cultural racism, and minimization of racism. The two 

forms I analyze in this study are abstract liberalism and cultural racism.  In abstract 

liberalism, actors support ideals such as equal opportunity, individualism, meritocracy, 

and choice in an abstract sense while ignoring the concrete reality that structural privilege 

and discrimination perpetuates inequality (Bonilla-Silva 2017).  In reference to police 

treatment of Black people, an abstract liberalism view might maintain that police treat 

White and Black people equally.  While Michelle Alexander (2012) and others provide 

extensive evidence that police treatment is not the same for Whites and minorities, 

abstract liberalism claims that equality exists, and thus blames unequal outcomes on 

individual actors.  
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Colorblind Racism Tenet: Cultural Racism 

Cultural racism takes the place of explicit racism. Rather than assuming racial 

inferiority based on biological difference, cultural racism blames others for perceived 

cultural weaknesses (Bonilla-Silva 2017).  In the context of police brutality, cultural 

racism may blame police shootings on the violence of Black people.  Beliefs about Black 

people and minorities as violent are a well-documented and long lingering stereotype, 

and the stereotype that Black people are closely associated with criminality also persists 

(Quillian and Pager 2001).  In fact, the social sciences have perpetuated the stereotype of 

Black people as violent at least as far back as Wolfgang and Ferracuti’s (1967) study 

about the “black subculture of violence.” It was not until Cao, Adams, and Jensen’s 

(1997) study that this study was empirically refuted. In fact, Cao, Adams, and Jensen’s 

(1997) research shows White males to be the most violent in defensive or retaliation 

scenarios.  Although Unnever and Cullen (2012) contend that the “violent minority” 

stereotype appears to be lessening, they also find that those who maintain this stereotype 

are more likely to support the death penalty.  Since the death penalty and police shootings 

are both lethal uses of state force, Perry, Whitehead, and Davis (2019) maintain that those 

who adhere to the “violent minority” stereotype seem more likely to accept police 

shootings by default.  

Recent quantitative analysis suggests that the tenets of colorblind racism are still 

alive and well in the minds of White and even Black Americans (Manning Hartmann and 

Gerteis 2015). While Black people accept these frames at lower rates, this does suggest a 

form of white hegemony where the normalizing nature of White supremacy coerces some 

Black people to consent to dominant narratives.  Bonilla-Silva points out, “dominant 
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actors (men, capitalist, whites), by virtue of their centrality in the social system and their 

superior resources, are able to frame the terrain of debates and influence the views of 

subordinated groups” (2017:179).  White people largely control the narratives around 

criminal justice, and colorblind racism is one of the methods through which privilege is 

maintained. Although both White and Black people accept these frames, Bonilla-Silva’s 

qualitative interviews with Black individuals reveals a more nuanced picture.  The power 

of colorblind racism has both direct and indirect effects for Black individuals, yet 

Bonilla-Silva’s interviews illustrate that the experience of being a Black person in 

America affords a deeper understanding and awareness of racialized structural advantage 

and disadvantage.  Thus, social position still matters greatly in whether someone will 

accept colorblind racist frames, resist them, or navigate them differently.   

While both colorblind racism and image of God frames are popular areas of study 

within the realm of sociology, no study has sought to understand how religious belief in 

an angry God may predict punitive attitudes that have racialized consequences.  Although 

colorblind racism and image of God are not directly connected, they are related 

indirectly.  A person’s religious moral worldview is a lens through which they interpret 

everyday social circumstances, even ones with racialized implications. Additionally, the 

narrative that a person adheres to will be influenced by their racialized identity, both for 

dominant and subordinated actors.  Since angry images of God are connected to punitive 

views on crime, distrust of outgroups, and a value for power, it is reasonable that for 

White actors the image of God as angry will likely predict even the oft hidden frames of 

colorblind racism that are employed to legitimate the violence of the state because this is 

a dominant narrative.  Without ever having to explicitly discuss race, this dominant 
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version of an angry God can serve as a religio-colorblind lens that motivates and/or 

justifies one’s racial attitudes on police treatment of Black persons.  On the other hand, 

for Black actors the association between angry God and punitive justice may differ based 

on a greater overall awareness of structural disadvantage and a differing view on the 

legitimacy of the state’s violence.   

Complex Religion 

Since image of God is primarily a measure of a religious moral framework, it is 

also crucial to understand how an angry God image may differ along religious lines in 

addition to racial ones.  In their in-depth study of White and Black Christians, Shelton 

and Emerson (2012) note that over two-thirds of Black Protestants affirm God as a judge, 

yet only half of White Protestants see God in this way.  Froese and Bader (2010) also 

note that Black Protestants are more likely to see God as authoritative (a combination of 

an angry and active God) than White Evangelicals.  What these studies have not 

addressed thoroughly is what Black Protestants and White Christians may mean when 

they say God is angry. Based on the differing histories of predominantly Black and White 

denominational entities as well as the differing life experiences of Black and White 

individuals, it is safe to assume that these entities and individuals may share language 

about who God is, but they may not share the same cultural meanings attached to these 

images due to differing social positions.  

Wilde and Glassman’s (2016) theory of complex religion highlights the ways that 

race, class, and gender-based inequalities interact with religious affiliation and that 

accounting for these intersections can help sociologists better understand the varying 

political and social views of religious individuals.  For the purposes of this study, the 
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primary intersection of interest will be that of race and religious affiliation.  Complex 

religion recognizes that religion is profoundly connected to other social structures such as 

race.  Therefore, religion is part of the racialization process, and race is part of what 

shapes religious institutions (Wilde and Glassman 2016).  Omi and Winant’s (1994) 

theory of racial formation posits that the meaning of race is ever flexible and dynamic 

based on the contextual demands of social, economic, and political forces.  The 

institution of religion can serve as a means through which to justify what it means to be 

part of the dominant racial category as well as motivate how the dominant racial group 

interacts with subordinated groups. Religion can serve as a racial project to uphold White 

supremacy, and this project can evolve over time to account for current social, economic, 

and political conditions.  In The Sin of White Supremacy, Fletcher (2017) notes that 

theology has been used to uphold a larger religio-racial project throughout US history to 

establish the supremacy of being White and being Christian while simultaneously 

denigrating the value of those who are non-white or non-Christian.   

Using the complex religion framework, I contend that the way religious narrative 

frameworks, such as image of God, manifest must take into consideration both racial and 

religious contexts.  For example, the denominations that make up Evangelical Protestants, 

Mainline Protestants, and Roman Catholics are increasingly diverse along racial and 

ethnic lines, yet historically, these denominations were shaped by White hearts and minds 

in the United States.  From the very development and formation of the United States, 

White landowners maintained the practice of slavery because it was an economically 

advantageous arrangement for them, and religious institutions utilized biblical narratives 

to justify this arrangement, which enslaved of millions of Black persons.  During 
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Reconstruction and the age of Jim Crow, White religious entities did very little, with a 

few exceptions, to push back against segregation and the existing racial order, and in fact, 

this insistence on segregation extended to congregational life, a trend which persists even 

today.  In the Post-Civil Rights era, White religious institutions on the whole continue to 

promote colorblind messages of mercy, grace, and love for all of humanity, yet 

congregations remain mostly segregated. Dougherty and Emerson (2018) note that 

multiracial congregations (at least 20% of another race) are on the rise over the past 20 

years, yet among the historically White traditions, Mainline Protestants have 12.1%, 

Evangelicals 14.8% and Catholics 24.9%. Thus, the legacy of Whiteness still impacts the 

theology and practices of these denominations, and this theology and practice often 

mirrors and reinforces the status quo in our greater racialized society.         

On the other hand, Black Protestant denominations were born out of historic 

circumstances where Black people did not have places to worship freely and fully.  In 

fact, Black Protestant churches were the only institutions free from the clutches of 

Whiteness.  Historically, the Black Protestant denominations became a racial and 

religious source of hope and resistance to push back against the racialized social order.  It 

is impossible to study American religion without acknowledging how race shaped and 

continues to shape both White and Black religious entities.   

Based on the development of the historically White traditions, I expect that 

among Evangelical Protestants, Mainliners, and Catholics an increasingly angry image of 

God will predict upholding the status quo and claiming that the criminal justice system is 

fair for everyone. Additionally, I anticipate that among the historically White traditions 
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an increasingly angry God will predict the punitive racial narrative that police shoot 

Black people more often because Black people are more violent than White people.  

 On the other hand, for Black respondents, their social position could allow for a 

reinterpretation of how an angry God might think about police treatment of Black 

persons. This reinterpretation may have a stronger effect for Black individuals who claim 

affiliation in a Black Protestant denomination because those claiming religious affiliation 

stand to be more likely to lean on religious moral authority to interpret the world around 

them.  Born out of the Black Protestant tradition, Black liberation theology contends that 

God is ever on the side of the oppressed.  From this perspective, an angry God directs 

wrath toward the injustice that is causing and maintaining oppression.  Regarding God’s 

anger and its relationship to God’s love, James Cone states “Is it possible to understand 

what God’s love means for the oppressed without making wrath (emphasis his) an 

essential ingredient of that love? What could love possibly mean in a racist society except 

the righteous condemnation of everything racist” (1990:69)? This rendering of an angry 

God may direct anger at the unfair system rather than at those who question the 

legitimacy of the state.   

Thus, race is a crucial social force in constructing how historically White 

traditions and Black Protestant denominations understand God and their relationship to 

God. I contend that there are at least two competing narratives of an angry God: the 

priestly and prophetic.  This claim is built upon Max Weber’s description of priestly and 

prophetic religion.  Reed et al. (2015) utilize Weber’s frame to understand civil religion 

in white counter movements (priestly) and black movements (prophetic) during the Civil 

Rights movement, and I engage it in a similar fashion to explain potential variation in 
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conceptions of an angry God based on race and religious tradition.  While Lincoln and 

Mamiya (1990) assert that the Black Church faces a dialectic between priestly and 

prophetic functions, an apt insight that may sometimes extend to historically White 

churches as well, my suggestion is that the historically White traditions may trend toward 

priestly views of an angry God and Black Protestant denominations toward prophetic 

ones in reference to understanding criminal justice and law enforcement in our racialized 

society. Weber says priestly religion values, “humble acceptance of existing authority, 

and friendly forgiveness and passivity in the face of injustice” ([1921] 1978:591). For 

those who ascribe to the priestly narrative, the focus is more inward and less focused on 

injustice.  Instead, it assumes that justice is already taken care of by the existing, 

legitimate authority. Reed et al. (2015) notes that the priestly orientation prefers to 

maintain the status quo and existing power dynamics.   In this narrative, the establishment 

authority becomes an extension of an angry God’s authority.  The priestly understanding 

falls in line with dominant narratives of an angry God, and I expect that White persons 

and adherents of historically White traditions will be more likely to engage this narrative 

to interpret police treatment of Black persons.  

On the other hand, Weber states that prophetic religion is “concerned with social 

and other types of injustice as a violation of the Mosaic code primarily in order to explain 

god’s wrath” ([1921] 1978:443).  For those who ascribe to the prophetic narrative, the 

focus is outward and directed toward responding to injustice.  In this narrative, God 

becomes angry toward an individual, group, or nation that is perpetuating the injustice.  

The prophetic understanding falls in line with an alternate, in this case Black, narrative of 

an angry God, and I expect that Black persons and particularly adherents of Black 
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Protestantism will be more likely to engage this narrative to interpret police treatment of 

Black persons. 

Hypotheses 

Based on the existing literature and theoretical frameworks I propose the 

following hypotheses. 

Hypothesis 1: Abstract Liberalism 

H1a: I hypothesize that as a person’s image of God as angry increases one will 
have higher odds of accepting the frame that the police treat Black and White persons 
equally. 

 
H1b: When interacting angry God view with racial identity, I hypothesize that an 

increasingly angry God view will decrease the odds of adhering to the police equality 
frame for Black respondents in comparison to White respondents.  

 
H1c: When interacting angry God view with religio-racial community, I 

hypothesize that an increasingly angry God view will decrease the odds of adhering to the 
police equality frame for people in Black Protestant denominations in comparison to 
people in historically White traditions.  

Hypothesis 2: Cultural Racism 

H2a: I hypothesize that as a person’s image of God as angry increases that one 
will have higher odds of accepting the frame that the violence of Black persons is to 
blame for increased police shootings. 

 
H2b: When interacting angry God with racial identity, I hypothesize that an 

increasingly angry God view will decrease the odds of adhering to the frame that the 
violence of Black persons is to blame for increased police shootings among Black 
respondents in comparison to White respondents. 

 
H2c: When interacting angry God with religio-racial community, I hypothesize 

that an increasingly angry God view will decrease the odds of adhering to  the frame that 
the violence of Black persons is to blame for increased police shootings among people in 
Black Protestant denominations in comparison to people in historically White traditions.  
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CHAPTER THREE 
 

Data and Methods 

Materials 

The data used in this study comes from the 2017 Baylor Religion Survey (BRS), 

which is a cross-sectional national survey administered by Gallup. The BRS is an 

address-based sample survey in its fifth wave since its inception in 2005.  Since the key 

independent variable is one’s angry God image, all statistical analysis will focus on the 

subsample of respondents who answered all questions that comprise the angry God image 

index. After removing 13.5% of the subsample to account for missing cases on the 

dependent and control variables, 990 respondents remain for analysis.1 

Dependent Variables 

To gain insight into the variation in individual’s racial attitudes concerning 

criminal justice, the BRS provides 2 questions regarding respondent’s views on the 

police’s treatment of Black persons. The first statement is “police officers in the United 

States treat blacks the same as whites,” and this statement highlights an abstract 

liberalism frame.  The second is “police officers in the United States shoot blacks more 

often because they are more violent than whites,” and this statement assumes cultural 

racism.  Each of these two ordinal variables are built on a 4-point Likert scale from 

 
1 Although multiple imputation is currently a popular method to recover missing cases, it is built 

on the assumption of Missing Completely at Random (MCAR) or Missing at Random (MAR).  In the case 
of beliefs about God, missing responses are not random. Instead, respondents are choosing not to respond 
based on lack of belief in God or a negative reaction to the God questions that make up the angry God 
index.  As a result, the subsample represents those who were willing to answer the angry God questions. 
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“Strongly Disagree,” “Disagree,” “Agree,” to “Strongly Agree” with values increasing as 

one’s level of agreement increases.  The police treatment responses were collapsed into 

dichotomous variables such that 1= “Agree” or “Strongly Agree” and 0= “Disagree” or 

“Strongly Disagree.” Table 1 presents basic descriptive statistics for the dependent, 

independent, and control variables, including means or percentages. With 35.7% of 

respondents in the BRS believing that police treat Blacks and Whites equally, this 

illustrates the power of abstract liberalism to mask inequality of treatment despite 

evidence to the contrary.  With 27.8% of respondents believing that police shoot Blacks 

more often because they are more violent than Whites, this shows that cultural racism is 

still a commonly used narrative that places blame on Black actors for police shootings of 

Black persons. As Table 1 suggests, both of these colorblind racist frames are frequently 

invoked to understand the relationship between the police and Black persons.   

Independent Variable 

The key independent variable of interest is one’s image of an angry God. The 

God’s anger variable is an additive index built on 5 questions that gauge one’s belief in 

an angry God. The first two statements are “God is angered by my personal sins” and 

“God is angered by human sins,” and these are on a 4-point scale from “Strongly 

Disagree,” “Disagree,” “Agree,” to “Strongly Agree.” Additionally, respondents were 

asked questions about how well the following words describe God: “Critical,” 

“Punishing,” and “Wrathful.” These questions are on a 4-point scale from “Not at all,” 

“Not Very Well,” “Somewhat Well,” to “Very Well.”  The God’s anger index is an 

ordinal variable ranging from 0-15, and the index alpha is .82. The lower values for this 
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measure represent a less angry God image, and higher values represent an angrier God 

image.  The mean for God’s anger is 5.3.   

Control Variables 

Based on previous God image literature, the following control variables are 

employed.  First, to ensure that the strength of belief in an angry God image is not 

explained by other religious factors such as affiliation and attendance, conventional 

measures of religiosity are included in these analyses.  I measure affiliation in a religio-

racial community using the RELTRAD dummy variable (Steensland et al. 2000). The 

religious affiliation categories are “Evangelical Protestant” (30%), “Mainline Protestant” 

(15%), “Black Protestant” (6.3%), “Catholic” (28.3%), “Other” (9.6%), and “No 

Religion” (10.8%), with Evangelical Protestants serving as the reference group. 

   One of the most salient measures of religious behavior is participation in 

religious services.   Religious attendance is treated as an ordinal variable measuring the 

frequency of one’s attendance at religious services.  This variable ranges from 0= 

“Never” to 7= “Several times a week,” with a mean of 3.49.  

In addition to religiosity, this study employs a political orientation measure to 

ensure that image of God’s predictive power is not explained away by political ideology.   

Political conservatism is treated as an ordinal variable with 1= “Extremely liberal” to 7= 

“Extremely conservative” with a mean of 4.13.  

  Finally, common demographic variables are utilized. Gender is a dichotomous 

variable, with 58.1% of respondents identifying as female and 41.9% male.  Educational 

attainment is a binary variable with 0= “No bachelor’s degree” and 1= “Bachelor’s 

degree or more,” with 50.1% of respondents having a bachelor’s degree or more.  Income 
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is measured as an ordinal variable ranging from 1=“$10,000 or less” to 7=“$150,000 or 

more” with a mean of 4.54.  Racial identity is measured as a categorical variable 

including “White non-Hispanic” (73.2%), “Hispanic” (10.8%), “Black non-Hispanic” 

(10.2%), and “Other race” (5.8%). The category “Other race” consists of respondents 

who identify as Asian, Native American, Pacific Islander, Multi-race, and no race 

category chosen.  Finally, age is measured between 19-98 years old, with a mean of 53.8 

years old. 

  
Table 1. Descriptive Statistics (N=990) 

 Variables Mean or % SD Min Max 
Dependent Variables     
Police Equal Treatment 35.7 0.48 0 1 
Police Shoot 27.8 0.45 0 1 
Independent Variable     
Angry God 5.3 3.78 0 15 
Control Variables     
Race     
White non-Hispanic 73.2 0.44 0 1 
Hispanic  10.8 0.31 0 1 
Black non-Hispanic 10.2 0.3 0 1 
Other Race 5.8 0.23 0 1 

Religious Affiliation     
Evangelical 30 0.46 0 1 
Mainline 15 0.36 0 1 
Black Protestant 6.3 0.24 0 1 
Catholic 28.3 0.45 0 1 
Other 9.6 0.29 0 1 
No Religion 10.8 0.31 0 1 

Religious Attendance 3.49 2.47 0 7 
Female 58.1 0.49 0 1 
Age 53.8 16.52 19 98 
College Grad or more 50.1 0.50 0 1 
Political Conservatism 4.1 1.52 1 7 
Income 4.5 1.67 1 7 
Baylor Religion Survey 2017    
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Analytic Strategy 

Utilizing the 2017 BRS, I investigate the association between an angry image of 

God and racial attitudes regarding police treatment of Blacks.  Using Bonilla-Silva’s 

colorblind racism frame as a primary lens through which to operationalize racial 

attitudes, I perform logistic regression to test the association between an angry God view 

and a) the abstract liberalism view that police officers in the United States treat blacks 

and whites equally and b) the cultural racism view that police officers in the United 

States shoot blacks more often because they are more violent than whites while 

controlling for other possible religious, demographic, and political factors.  Based on the 

theory of complex religion, the analysis on each dependent variable will separately 

consider racial identity (Models 2-3) and religio-racial community (Models 4-5) to see if 

racial identity and/or the complexity of a racialized religious community impacts the 

angry God effect.  

To test H1, Table 2 displays the association between angry God and the police 

equal treatment frame. Model 1 shows to what extent angry God image predicts this 

narrative frame.  Models 2 and 3 consider racial identity.  In Model 2, racial identity and 

other controls are added to test the strength of the angry God association, and in Model 3, 

an interaction between angry God and racial identity is included, specifically to see if the 

social position of Black non-Hispanics moderates the angry God effect. In Model 4, 

religio-racial community, rather than racial identity, is included with other controls to test 

the power of the angry God association. Finally, Model 5 includes an interaction between 

angry God and religio-racial community, specifically to see if claiming membership in 

the Black Protestant tradition moderates the angry God effect.  
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To test H2, Table 3 investigates to what extent angry God image predicts the 

narrative that the police shoot Black persons more often because Black persons are more 

violent than White persons.  In Model 1, we examine the extent to which angry God 

image predicts the police shooting frame without considering other factors. In Model 2, 

racial identity as well as religious, demographic, and political controls are included to 

strengthen the empirical validity of this finding, and in Model 3, an interaction between 

angry God and Black non-Hispanic is included to test to what extent racial identity 

moderates the angry God effect. Model 4 includes religio-racial community, instead of 

racial identity, alongside the other control variables to test the angry God association on 

the police shooting frame. Finally, Model 5 incorporates an interaction between angry 

views of God and religio-racial community, particularly to explore the extent to which 

Black Protestant affiliation moderates the angry God effect. In all models, results are 

subject to robust standard errors to strengthen the reliability of the findings. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

 
Results 

Table 2 presents the results of a logistic regression examining the association 

between the key independent variable, angry God image, and the first dependent variable, 

the abstract liberalism view that police treat Blacks and Whites the same.  Model 1 

employs a simple bivariate analysis to test the association between angry God and police 

equal treatment, and Models 2-5 engage multivariate analyses to account for control 

variables and interactions.  Model 1 suggests a positive association between the equal 

treatment frame and angry God. For every 1 unit increase in angry God view, a person 

has 6% higher odds of agreeing with the police equal treatment frame (p<.001). When 

controls are included in Models 2-5, an angry view of God washes out of the model, 

suggesting the significant association in Model 1 is accounted for by the presence of 

other factors.  These findings do not support H1a. 

In Model 2, racial identity and other controls are included.  Of the statistically 

significant results for Model 2, Hispanic and Black non-Hispanic respondents have lower 

odds of accepting this frame compared to White respondents.  On the other hand, 

increasing political conservatism is associated with higher odds of accepting this frame 

net other factors.    

In Model 3, Black non-Hispanic and Hispanic identities are no longer significant 

when the interaction between angry God and Black non-Hispanic is added, yet political  
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conservatism remains a statistically significant factor.  While the odds are lower when 

interacting angry God with Black non-Hispanic compared to White non-Hispanic, these 

results are not statistically significant.  The results of Model 3 suggest that Black racial 

identity does not statistically significantly moderate the angry God effect in comparison 

to White racial identity. Thus, the findings do not support H1b. 

 
Table 2. Logistic Regression for View That Police Treat Blacks and Whites 

 Equally, Odds Ratios 

  Racial Identity Religio-Racial Community 
 Variables Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 
Independent Variables           
Angry God 1.06*** 1.03 1.05 1.01 1.04 
Control Variables      
Race      
 Hispanic  0.43** 0.58   
 Black Non-Hispanic  0.07*** 0.24   
 Other Race  0.49 1.16   

Religious Affiliation      
 Mainline Protestant    0.78 1.22 
 Black Protestant    0.10*** 0.20 
 Catholic    0.84 0.87 
 Other Religion    0.90 1.04 
 No Religion    0.83 1.30 

Religious Attendance  0.99 0.99 0.97 0.97 
Female  1.18 1.19 1.19 1.20 
Age  0.99 0.99 1.00 1.00 
Education  0.87 0.86 0.93 0.92 
Political Conservatism  1.85*** 1.85*** 1.91*** 1.91*** 
Income  1.02 1.02 1.04 1.04 
Angry God X Black non-Hispanic   0.82   
Angry God X Black Protestant     0.90 
Constant 0.40*** 0.06*** 0.05*** 0.04*** 0.04*** 
McFadden’s R² 0.01 0.18 0.19 0.16 0.16 
Observations 990 990 990 990 990 
Reference category is Evangelical White non-Hispanic male with a college education  
*** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05      
 
 

In Model 4, religio-racial community is considered rather than racial identity 

alongside all other controls.  Among the religio-racial community traditions, Black 
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Protestants have 90% lower odds of accepting this frame in comparison to Evangelical 

Protestants.  Political conservatism also maintains a significant positive association.  

In Model 5, the interaction between angry God and religious tradition is included.  

While the odds of accepting this frame are lower when interacting angry God and Black 

Protestant in comparison to Evangelical Protestants, again they are not statistically 

significant.  Political conservatism remains positively associated with the equal treatment 

frame. The results of Model 5 suggest that Black Protestant communal affiliation does 

not moderate the angry God effect in comparison to Evangelical Protestants (a 

historically White tradition). These findings do not support H1c.  The results in Table 2 

suggest that an angry view of God is not a predictor of the abstract liberalism sub strand 

of colorblindness, nor does abstract liberalism seem to be influenced by an interaction 

with angry God image and racial identity or religio-racial community. 

Table 3 represents the results of logistic regression examining the association 

between angry God image and the cultural racism view that police shoot Blacks more 

often because Blacks are more violent than Whites.  Model 1 is a basic bivariate logistic 

regression analyzing the association between the dependent and independent variable.  

For every 1 unit increase in the angry God index, a respondent has 9% higher odds of 

adhering to the frame regarding police shootings. In Models 2-5, religious, demographic, 

and political controls are included, yet the angry God variable remains statistically 

significant.  It is worth noting that angry view of God remains significant even with the 

presence of political conservative ideology.1  This suggests that angry God image does 

 
1 Based on correlation testing, the angry God variable shows weak correlation with all other 

control variables.  Angry God image exhibits the highest correlation with political conservatism at 0.27, 
which is still considered a weak correlation.  
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not map generally onto conservative ideology, but instead an angry God image has its 

own distinct effect.  The analysis in Table 3 supports H2a’s claim that an increase in an 

angry view of God will be positively associated with accepting this cultural racism theme 

within the racial colorblindness frame. 

 
Table 3. Logistic Regression Models for View That Police Shoot Blacks More Often Because Blacks are 

More Violent Than Whites, Odds Ratios 

  Racial Identity Religio-Racial Community 
Variables Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 
Independent Variable      
Angry God 1.09*** 1.07*** 1.08*** 1.07** 1.13*** 
Control Variables      
Race      
 Hispanic  1.23 1.11   
 Black Non-Hispanic  0.54* 1.07   
 Other Race  0.26** 0.49   

Religious Affiliation      
 Mainline Protestant    1.62* 2.84* 
 Black Protestant    1.15 5.01* 
 Catholic    1.55* 2.32* 
 Other    1.50 2.34 
 No Religion    0.80 0.89 

Religious Attendance  0.93* 0.92* 0.91** 0.90** 
Female  0.71* 0.71* 0.72* 0.71* 
Age  1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
College Grad or More  0.60** 0.60** 0.57*** 0.57*** 
Political Conservatism  1.37*** 1.37*** 1.42*** 1.43*** 
Income  1.07 1.07 1.08 1.08 
Angry God X Black non-Hispanic   0.91   
Angry God X Black Protestant     0.82* 
Constant 0.23*** 0.10*** 0.09*** 0.06*** 0.05*** 
McFadden’s R² 0.02 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 
Observations 990 990 990 990 990 
Reference category is Evangelical White Non-Hispanic male with a college degree.  
*** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05      
 

 In Model 2, racial identity and all controls except religio-racial community are 

included.  Of the statistically significant factors, racial minority status (with the exception 

of Hispanic), female, attainment of a bachelor’s degree,  and religious attendance have a 
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negative association while angry God and political conservatism has a positive 

association.   

In Model 3, an interaction between angry God image and Black non-Hispanic is 

included to see if race moderates the positive effect of angry God image.  Females, those 

with higher levels of religious attendance, and college graduates decrease odds while 

angry God and political conservatism increase odds.  While the interaction of Black racial 

identity and angry God produces lower odds, it is not statistically significant.  This 

suggests that Black and White persons do not vary significantly across all levels of an 

angry God view, yet Figure 1 illustrates the slight negative trend for Black non-Hispanic 

respondents in contrast to the positive relationship for white non-Hispanics when all other 

variables are held at their means.  At a 0 on the angry God index, White respondents have 

a .20 predicted probability of accepting this frame, but at the highest value for angry God, 

White people have a .45 predicted probability of accepting this frame.  All of these values 

are statistically significant.  In contrast, Black respondents with a score of 0 have a 

predicted probability of .21, but at a score of 15, the predicted probability reduces slightly 

to .17. Each of these values is statistically significant. Model 3 and Figure 1 suggest that 

the angry God effect does not vary in a statistically significant sense between Black and 

White people generally, yet the predicted probabilities move in opposite directions based 

on racial identity.  The results in Model 3 do not support H2b, yet the predicted 

probabilities do show a noteworthy trend that the interaction of angry God with race 

works in opposite ways depending on one’s racial identity. 
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Figure 1. Probability That Angry View of God Predicts Police Shooting Blacks Because 
Blacks are More Violent By Race 

 
 

In Model 4 of Table 3, religio-racial community is considered instead of racial 

identity alongside all other controls.  Compared to Evangelical Protestants, Mainline 

Protestants and Catholic respondents have higher odds of accepting this frame net other 

factors.  Females, religious attendance, and college graduation are associated with lower 

odds, and angry God and political conservatism are associated with higher odds of 

accepting this frame.   

In Model 5, I explore if the angry God effect is moderated by religio-racial 

community membership, particularly Black Protestants. Similar to Models 1-4, this 

model suggests a positive association for angry God and political conservatism, and it 

shows a negative association for females, religious attendance, and college graduation net 

of other factors.  Among Evangelicals, a one unit increase in angry God score is 

associated with 13% higher odds of accepting this colorblind racism frame net of other 
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factors.  At the lowest angry God score, Mainline Protestant, Black Protestant, and 

Catholic respondents have significantly higher odds of accepting the cultural racism 

frame compared to Evangelicals.  Among those with the lowest score on the angry God 

index (0), Black Protestants have 401% higher odds of accepting the colorblind race 

frame compared to Evangelicals.  The interaction term for angry God and Black 

Protestant is 0.82, suggesting a negative angry God effect for Black Protestants.  The 

angry God effect is statistically significantly moderated by Black Protestant affiliation in 

comparison to the reference group (Evangelicals).   

Figure 2a shows the predicted probabilities for Model 6 for all RELTRAD 

categories except Black Protestants.   

 

 
 

Figure 2a. Probability That Angry View of God Predicts Police Shooting Blacks Because 
Blacks are More Violent By Religious Affiliation 
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The interaction terms between angry God and the remaining groups are not 

statistically significant, meaning these traditions do not vary significantly from 

Evangelicals across values of angry God score.  Thus, the predicted probabilities of 

accepting this frame increase for Evangelicals, Mainline Protestant, Catholic, Other 

Religion, and No Religion respondents as angry God scores increase from 0, 5, 10, and 

15 when all other controls are held at their means, and these probabilities are all 

significant   Therefore, the trend for all RELTRAD categories included in Figure 2a is 

positive, but what about Black Protestants? 

Figure 2b demonstrates how Evangelicals and Black Protestants, the two 

statistically significant categories in the interaction, vary across values of angry God 

score based on Model 5.   

 

 
 

Figure 2b. Probability That Angry View of God Predicts Police Shooting Blacks Because 
Blacks are More Violent By Religious Affiliation 
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If all other controls are held at their mean, the predicted probability that a person 

will agree that police shoot Blacks more often than Whites because Blacks are more 

violent than Whites is statistically significant for Evangelicals at all values of angry God, 

and for Black Protestants, the probability estimates are significant up through a score of 

12.7. At the lowest score of angry God, Evangelicals have a predicted probability of .12 

and Black Protestants .40.  At a score of 5, Evangelicals have a probability of .19 

compared to .30 among Black Protestants.  When the angry God score is 10, Evangelicals 

have a probability of .30 compared to .22 among Black Protestants.  At a score of 12.7, 

Evangelicals have a probability of .37 while Black Protestants have a probability of .19.  

Thus, the angry God effect is significant, and it has an inverse effect for Black Protestants 

compared to Evangelicals.  Although lower angry God scores are associated with lower 

probabilities that Evangelicals will accept the police shooting narrative, Black Protestants 

are more likely to accept the narrative when their view of angry God is lowest.  But as 

one’s view of God’s anger increases, Black Protestants become less likely to accept this 

understanding about police brutality, yet Evangelicals become increasingly likely to 

interpret it this way.  The analysis in Models 5 supports H3c. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
 

Discussion and Conclusion 
 
 

Discussion 

Despite empirical evidence of implicit bias in policing, the public continues to be 

divided on how to interpret police treatment of Black persons. This study uncovers the 

extent to which individuals employ religious narratives, such as image of God, to 

understand this social issue as well as how complex religion at the intersection of race 

and religious affiliation may impact how actors employ an angry God image in their 

understanding of police treatment of Black persons.  Rather than predicting colorblind 

views on police treatment of Black persons generally, the results imply that the angry 

God effect on racial attitudes is context specific.  We see that angry God image does not 

predict the abstract liberalism view that police treat Blacks and Whites the same.  Why 

might this be the case?  I contend that it may be because abstract liberalism narratives fail 

to activate punitive or harsh attitudes, and a punitive outlook regarding criminal justice is 

a central and consistently shared theme within previous angry God image literature.  

Nonetheless, the consequences of abstract liberalism are damaging to efforts to strive for 

equal treatment in policing because it pushes the blame for inequality on those the 

institution of policing are oppressing.  For the equal treatment frame, one’s racial identity 

(Black non-Hispanic and Hispanic) as well as one’s religio-racial community (Black 

Protestant) reduces their odds of ascribing to this narrative, but increasing politically 

conservative ideology is associated with increased odds that one will hold this view.  

Rather than image of God, racial identity, religio-racial community, and political views 
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are most salient in predicting whether or not someone will hold this view of abstract 

liberalism.   

My findings confirm that an angry God image is a robust predictor of the 

narrative that police shoot Blacks more than Whites because Blacks are more violent than 

Whites.  Even when controlling for other religious, political, and demographic factors, 

the association holds.  This suggests that angry God image works as a distinct factor in 

building this understanding of police treatment of Black persons.  Previous research 

supports this finding since the narrative that police shoot Blacks more because Blacks are 

more violent than Whites is based on punitive ideology.  But whose version of the story 

is this telling? 

Due to large White non-Hispanic samples, I contend that previous research as 

well as this finding are uncovering dominant narratives about an angry God image, 

primarily those of White non-Hispanic persons and historically White religious 

communities.  Thus, the inclusion of interactions of angry God image with racial identity 

as well as religio-racial community create space for the telling of counternarratives 

regarding angry God image and the view that police shoot Blacks more than Whites 

because Blacks are more violent than Whites. The first interaction introduced is assessing 

if racial identity moderates the angry God effect.  Although the interaction term for racial 

identity and angry God is not significant, the predicted probabilities elucidate a trend 

worth noting. While the angry God effect shows a slight negative trend for Black non-

Hispanic respondents, it has a notable positive trend for White non-Hispanic respondents.  

This supports my claim that angry God image can serve as a religio-colorblind means to 

protect Whiteness and perpetuate White supremacy for White non-Hispanic persons.   
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While the angry God narrative is crucial for upholding this view for those with 

White racial identity, Black non-Hispanic racial identity does not appear to substantively 

moderate the angry God effect in predicting the police shooting view.  Instead, results 

suggest that Black racial identity itself is more salient in how one understands police 

shootings of Black persons.  The interaction of angry God image and racial identity does 

not uncover a counternarrative of angry God image among individuals with Black non-

Hispanic racial identity, but it does lend support to the idea that the angry God as punitive 

in criminal justice is salient for White racial identity, suggesting it is a narrative 

especially utilized to protect White interests.  Will a counternarrative emerge when 

considering the influence of complex religion on the angry God effect? 

Rather than only measuring racial identity, religio-racial community considers 

how both religion informs race and race informs religion.  What becomes apparent in 

these findings is a tale of two angry Gods: the priestly and the prophetic.  On the one 

hand, results support the dominant, priestly version of an angry God among the 

historically White traditions and particularly Evangelical Protestants.  On the other hand, 

findings also unveil a counternarrative, prophetic version of angry God among Black 

Protestants.  In the interaction of angry God image and religio-racial community, 

Evangelical Protestant and Black Protestant were the two statistically significant groups.  

How do we explain that Evangelical Protestants, a historically White collection of 

denominations, have a significant interaction while other historically White religious 

communities do not?  And how do we explain the inverse relationship of angry God and 

the police shooting frame for Black Protestants?   
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  For Evangelicals, it is not that they are generally more likely to adhere to the 

police shooting view compared to the other historically White traditions (Mainline and 

Catholic), but it is the power that the angry God effect has on this view for Evangelicals.  

In fact, results maintain that Mainline and Catholic respondents have higher odds of 

accepting this frame in general net other factors. While an increasingly angry God image 

increases the likelihood of accepting the police shooting view for each of the historically 

White traditions, the angry God effect does not influence Mainline or Catholic 

respondents as profoundly.  So why is the angry God effect stronger for Evangelicals?  

Smith et al. (1998) notes that Evangelicals tend to have higher salience of their faith in 

their everyday lives, higher levels of adherence to their beliefs, and a greater confidence 

in the correctness of their faith.  This would suggest that the implications of Evangelicals’ 

beliefs about God would be more influential and salient when compared to other religious 

affiliations. When Evangelicals maintain low levels of angry God, they are actually the 

least likely of the historically White traditions to accept this colorblind racist view.  In 

this narrative, a less angry God is not as angry toward individuals who are perceived to 

break the laws of the state. In turn, Evangelicals holding a less angry God view are less 

likely to accept the narrative that police shoot Blacks more often because Blacks are more 

violent than Whites because this view does not match their version of moral authority, a 

non-angry God.  But when Evangelicals hold high levels of an angry God image, they are 

the most likely to accept the police shooting view because this dominant version of an 

angry God is angry toward those who are perceived to break the laws of the state.  The 

angry God effect is a powerful one for Evangelicals, and those with a highly angry God 
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image are more likely to hold punitive views on policing that protect Whiteness and 

perpetuate White supremacy.   

Second, we seek to understand the angry God effect for Black Protestants.  While 

previous literature such as Shelton and Emerson (2012) and Froese and Bader (2010) 

note an angry God image is common among Black Protestants,  these studies have not 

fully addressed what Black Protestants mean when they say God is angry.  My findings 

provide empirical support that Black Protestants and the historically White traditions, 

particularly Evangelicals, interpret and apply an angry God view differently.  Although 

historically White traditions may view an angry God as supporting the status quo and 

legitimate forms of temporal authority, Black Protestants may view an angry God as 

supporting people who have been systematically oppressed by society. Liberation 

theology in the Black Protestant church is built on the Exodus story where a righteously 

angry God saves the enslaved Israelites from their oppressors, Egypt.  In this 

counternarrative, God is angry at the oppressors, and God’s anger may serve as a source 

of hope and resistance rather than a source of maintaining the status quo.  It matters 

immensely who a person’s God is angry at.   

Conversely, Black Protestants with the least angry view of God are much more 

likely to believe police shoot Blacks more often because Blacks are more violent than 

Whites compared to Black Protestants with a highly angry God image. How do we 

explain this unexpected trend?  In this narrative, a non-angry God is not angry toward the 

unjust actions of the state. Thus, this non-angry version of God does not serve as a source 

of resistance against the inequality of outcomes in policing the way that the prophetic 

version of an angry God does.  W.E.B. Du Bois’s ([1903] 2007) idea of double 
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consciousness maintains that Black persons are forced to see themselves both through 

their own eyes as well as through the eyes of the dominant, White society. Without a 

prophetic, angry God to resist this dominant narrative, this double consciousness may 

result in a White hegemony where some Black Protestants may consent to the historical 

stereotype of Black people as violent.  However, an increasingly angry view of God 

seems to moderate the sway of hegemony and provide a counternarrative for resistance 

through a righteous anger aimed at oppressive, structural forces.   

There are a number of implications of this research. First, this research illustrates 

that religion and religious narratives are still influential and a necessary area of study 

within the sociology of race.  Wilde and Glassman’s (2016) theory of complex religion 

adds richness to studying religio-racial projects and how racism both persists and is 

resisted as a result of the intertwined nature of race and religion.  Also, this study 

suggests that religion should be given more consideration in research about colorblind 

racism.  Never having to mention race, religious narratives, such as an angry God image, 

can serve as a religio-colorblind lens that supports racist views about police treatment of 

Black persons. Thus, it is worth interrogating other religious views to see if and how they 

contribute to a variety of racialized outcomes. 

Second, this research provides empirical evidence that image of God is racialized.  

This research is the first to utilize the God image literature to predict racial attitudes, and 

it adds to the depth of research in this area within the sociology of religion.  The racial 

identity and religio-racial community of individuals can impact how one interprets their 

image of God.  Previous research in this subfield has been critical in uncovering 

dominant narratives of understanding how an angry God image predicts certain social and 
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political attitudes, and my research extends this to consider counternarratives as well.  It 

is necessary to continue to uncover both dominant and counternarratives regarding image 

of God to understand both how Whiteness is formed and maintained as well as how 

dominance is navigated and resisted by individuals who have been historically oppressed. 

While the theoretical frameworks discussed in this paper support the 

interpretation of these findings, further research could build or refute this interpretation 

through qualitative data analysis on historically White traditions and Black Protestant 

denominations understandings of an angry God.  Also, future research can benefit from 

finding a larger sample that can adequately address the variation of the Black Christian 

tradition through utilizing Shelton and Cobb’s (2018) Black RELTRAD.  Additional 

research should study a greater variety of racial groups and a breadth of racial attitudes. 

Finally, research in the future should consider social positions such as class, gender, and 

sexuality as key considerations in how people interpret God image differently.  

 
Conclusion 

In 1741, Jonathan Edwards preached his most famous sermon “Sinners in the 

Hands of an Angry God.” While the idea of an angry God is not an American invention, 

Edwards sermon is arguably the most influential conception of an angry God in the 

American context.  For Edwards, God’s anger is welled up like a dam ready to be 

released upon those who have not chosen to follow God and persist in acting in evil 

ways.  At the same time this theology of God’s anger is being cemented in the American 

religious landscape, the institution of slavery is thriving.  In fact, it is so engrained in 

American culture that Jonathan Edwards himself owned slaves during his lifetime.  The 

American version of an angry God was born into an environment that viewed slavery not 
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as a sin but as the status quo.  While Edwards does not directly connect his conception of 

an angry God with the institution of slavery or upholding the status quo, it is worth noting 

that this American version of an angry God developed in this historical context.  Thus, it 

is not surprising that a dominant, priestly version of an angry God may have become part 

of the religio-racial project to maintain racial domination, and even though we are now in 

the age of colorblindness, this study provides evidence that this dominant version of an 

angry God can still serve as an implicit means to motivate and/or justify the status quo, 

which has racialized implications that maintain White supremacy.  Thus, it is as relevant 

as ever for sociologists of race and religion, religious scholars, theologians, religious 

leaders, and religious individuals to interrogate how beliefs, such as angry God image, 

have historically and still do perpetuate the structure of White supremacy.  Fletcher notes 

that, “today, Christians are either culpable in the patterns of White Christian supremacy 

or they are actively resistant in producing antiracist, anti-supremacist theologies” 

(2017:102).  Therefore, for those in historically White traditions, this means a critical 

assessment of the impact of beliefs on racial attitudes, further education to develop a 

more sociological lens on racial structures that maintain privilege and oppression, and a 

willingness to be agents of change to eradicate individual, institutional, and structural 

forms of racism.  This is particularly true in Evangelical churches where an angry God 

view is more influential.  On the other hand, there is a counternarrative developed in the 

Black religious tradition that resists this conflation of an angry God with White interests. 

Instead, this prophetic version of an angry God in the Black Church tradition is angry at 

the injustice of slavery, Jim Crow, mass incarceration, police brutality, and all forms of 

inequality.  This version of an angry God is a source of resistance and a wellspring of 
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hope.  We might do well if religious individuals, of all racial identities and religio-racial 

communities, began to listen more closely to this prophetic, counternarrative version of 

an angry God that inspires individuals and communities to perpetually dismantle beliefs 

and structures that perpetuate inequality. 
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